FY19 CDR Command Board  
As of 03 November 2017  
PYG 15 (1st Look) – 1110/7

Note: Only officers who have completed all elements of the Command Qualification IAW CNSP/CNSLINST 1412.2C will be considered for CO Afloat. Fully eligible, command-qualified officers are indicated using BOLD type. Officers that have not completed the Command Qualification will forego their first look for CDR Command.

ACTKINSON JOHN IRA  CANNON GAYLON  ESHENOUR HENRY  
ANDERSON ANGELA CARILLI  CANTU BENJAMIN  ESPY FREDERICK  
ANDERSON TRAVIS SMITH  CARROLL WILLIAM J  EVERETT RIAN Q  
ANTONUCCI KEVIN C  CARTER GRANT F  FAIRLIE ROBERT SCOTT  
ARKY AARON SAMUEL  CARTER KEVIN  FARLOW CHARLES R III  
BARRS CHARLES S III  CASTILLO MICHAEL ORLANDO  FARRELL BILLIE JUNE  
BEAR JOHN MICHAEL  CHASE NATHANIEL JOEL  FERRARI JACOB DANIEL  
BEARMAN BENJAMIN MICHAEL  CHESNUT MICHAEL ROBERT  FLOECK CHRISTIANA MARIE  
BEAS CLAYTON CAESARE  CHEWNING JEFFREY THOMAS  FLYNN CHRISTIANA CHARLES  
BECKER JOHN P  CHRISTENSEN ADAM  FOSTER JOSEPH MARTIN  
BEER MICHAEL J  CLEES MICHAEL R  GALLANT BRYAN M  
BENTON CHRISTOPHER L  CONNOR ERIN NICOLE  GARNETT PHILIP M  
BERGLUND MARK A  COOPER CHARLES THOMAS  GETTY TOMMY J  
BEZNOSKA Brenda Walker  COOPER LIDA PARDUE  GILES SUMMERS BRANDON  
BIRKELBACH RYAN L  CRAFT KELLY N  GIRE MICHELLE  
BITTNER Zachary Adam  CRAYTON FREDERICK D  GOLSON JUSTIN  
BLAND CHRISTOPHER H  CZARJECKI LUCIAN J II  GONZALES ANGELA DAWN  
BLASY CHRISTIAN W  DAFFRON JOSHUA W  GRZEBIN JEFFREY MICHAEL  
BLASZCZYK MARK A  DAO JASON H  GUNDERSON LEIF EDWARD  
BLAZEK CARL R  DEAN CONSTANCIA A  GUTIERREZ CHRISTIAN  
BOOTHE BRETT A  DEBAUN MATTHEW B  HABERMAN SOPHIA  
BORSTELMANN JENNIFER LYNN  DESCOVICH CHRISTOPHER  HALL STACEY  
BOYDSTON EDWARD H  DESCOVICH GREGORY  HAMILTON JOSEPH S  
BRAYTON DOUGLAS ALEXAND  DEWITT JAMES P  HARKINS DANIEL WILLIAMS  
BRINKLEY WALTER RAYMOND  DOMINGUEZ MANUEL  HARVEY NATHAN  
BROADBENT JOSHUA LANE  DORE KEVIN M  HEYWORTH LAWRENCE IV  
BROWNING AMANDA G  DOWNING RYAN R  HICKMAN KYLE RAND  
BRYAN GRANT THOMAS  DRENNAN JAMES E  HISCOCK KYLE W  
BUBULKA JOSEPH  DUNN JARRETT P  HOFFMANN NICHOLAS  
BUCKLEY MICHAEL JOHN  ELLIOTT NICHOLAS D  HOLLINGSHEAD DANIEL  
BURRELL CLINTON FORREST  ELLIOTT CARRICO ERIN LEIGH  
BURROWS STEVEN MICHAEL
PYG 14 (2nd Look) – 1110/7

Note: Only officers who have completed all elements of the Command Qualification IAW CNSP/CNSLINST 1412.2C will be considered for CO Afloat. Fully eligible, command-qualified officers are indicated using BOLD type. Officers who have not completed the Command Qualification will be considered for XO Afloat and XO Special Mission but will forego their 2nd look for CO Afloat.

ALVARADO DIEGO F
ANDERSON TIMOTHY R
ANDREU HIRAM
ANTHONY BRIAN SHELDON
ASTROTH KURT C
ATIENZA FREDERICK
BAKKEN APRIL D
BALLAS THEALOS CHARLES
BECKER CHARLES HENRY
BETZ DIANA L
BETZ JESSICA FAYE
BREWER TIMOTHY SHANE
BRICKNER SCOTT E
BRIGGS ROBERT J
BROZNAK VALERIE KAYFRANCES
BURKE ROBERT CHARLES
BUSSE MATTHEW M
CENTENERA JULIAN M
CHILTON DANIEL J
CLARK ADDAM D
CLEMONS RANDALL J
COOPER WILLIAM JOHN
CORTEZ JOSE B
DALEY JEREMIAH M
DATTOLE MATTHEW JOHN
DELPH KIRK T
DENNIS SHAUN E
DIAZ JAMIE J
DUENAS PAUL SABLON
EDWARDS TABITHA J
FANCHER BRAD A
FIELD PETER A
FORDE DILLET A
FOX SHANE MATTHEW
FULTON DANIEL ROBERT
GILFILLAN THOMAS P
GIRON EDWARD S
GLOVER JOHN E JR
GRAHAM ERICK A
GREEN CHRISTOPHER JAMES
GRUBBS GREGORY A
GUNTA JOSEPH
HARRIS CLARENCE SYLVESTER I
HAYS MATTHEW G
HAYWARD JUSTIN A
HEIL JONATHAN R
HERNANDEZ RYAN M
HETTLING FREDERICK G
HOARD SAMUEL
HOFFMAN NICHOLAS G
HOPP JAMES F
HOWELL JASON DOUGLAS
JACOBSON KATIE
JEANPIERRE JASON GERARD
JIMENEZ RICHARD JR
JOHNSON LARA BLISS
KEHOE RYAN M
KENNEDY CRISTI NICOLE
LEIVA KEVIN O
LESACA PETER ESCOBAR
LEVYMINZIE KORI L
LONG JONATHAN EDWARD
LONGO JUSTIN W
MADONIA ERIC JOSEPH
MAKOWSKY DAWN T
MANTONE JOHNPAUL S
MATEIKAT JOHN ROBERT
MCCANDLESS THOMAS D IV
MCCURRY CHRISTOPHER G
MCGETTIGAN JOSEPH LAWRENCE
MCMAHON ALEXANDER M
MILLER ERNEST L III
MOONEYHAM JONATHAN D
MOORE COLLEEN E
MYERS MICHAEL J
NEHRKE BENJAMIN E
NELSON JASON A
NIELSEN KEITH SOREN
OAKES JOSHUA D
OCANAS KRISTEL A
ONEAL STACEY L
OWMBY JOSEPH SAMUEL III
PRITCHETT ANDREW J
RAUNIG JENNA KRISTIN
ROGLIE ALERON B
RYAN MICHAEL D
SABURN JONATHAN L
SAMUEL ANTONIO L
SCHAFFER CRYSTAL L
SCHAFFER KEVIN MATTHEW
SCHERMERHORN JONATHAN PAUL
SCHWENKHOFF ANDREW J
SEELEY BRETT R
SESLER ERNIQUE LAVERNA
SHERRY ERIN E
SMITH KELLIE J
SMITH MATTHEW E
SPARKS BRIAN PATRICK
SPIVEY CHARLES CLAYTON III
SULLEN JAMES JR
TOZZI MICHAEL JAY
TURNER KEITH T
PYG 12 (3rd Look) – 1110/7

Note: Only officers who have completed all elements of the Command Qualification IAW CNSP/CNSLINST 1412.2C will be considered for CO Afloat. Fully eligible, command-qualified officers are indicated using BOLD type. Officers that have not completed the Command Qualification will forego their third and final look for CDR Command.

ALVAREZ JESSE PAUL  BARKLEY TIMOTHY R  BARRETT JASON  BENOIT ALBERT  BIBLER CHAD  BIRCHFIELD CHARLES  BROWN MICHAEL  CASSIDY LARRION  CISSELL GREGORY  COCKER PAUL K  DILLON MATTHEW JOHN  FEAR S TELLIS A  FITZPATRICK JOHN E  FROST TERENCE  GLOVER PENNY  GOODEN LETWA  GRANT SHEMEYA L  GRUBBS MEGAN MARIE  HENDERSON JARED  JOHNSON DEREK N  KLUTCH CHRISTOPHER M  KRAUZ MATTHEW  LANDI DANIEL  LIMA HUGO  LISGARIS MIKEH  LOOMIS JOHN M  LUNA JUAN ANTONIO  MARTIN WILLIAM FRANCIS  MASON DEREK  MCCULLOCH BARRY DEAN  MERCADEL YVONNE  OLSON THEODORE DAVID  RICKETTS DAWN  RIVAS ANDREW  SMITH JASON BURNETT  WAGENBORG DAVID  WORL JOHN B  ZAMBERLAN RICHARD JAMES